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LEOKID SOFTSHELL JUMPSUIT

Name tag. A name tag on the back for 
indicating the kid’s name on the inside 
of the overall.

Sizes:
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height: 
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height: 
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height: 
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height: 
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height: 
104–110 cm

Coating: 100% polyurethane
Top: 94% polyether, 6% spandex. 
Durable 8,000 mm water-repellent 
fabric with 3,000 g/m2 / 24 hours 
vapor-permeable membrane

Accessories: silicone foot straps, 
metal snaps, plastic zippers.

The Leokid Softshell Jumpsuit
is designed for kids ages 12 months
to 5 years.

For temperatures from +10 ⁰С 
to +18 ⁰С. The Leokid Softshell 
Jumpsuit protects from moderate rain 
and wind while remaining breathable 
and retaining warmth. The lining is 
made of warm and soft fleece.

Polyurethane coating. The Softshell 
Jumpsuit is made of high-tech water-
repellent fabric with a polyurethane 
coating.

Detachable silicone foot straps. 
Detachable silicone foot straps help 
secure pant legs over your kid’s shoes.

Detachable hood. The detachable 
hood is fastened with snaps and 
protects your kid from strong wind. 

Retroreflective elements. Several 
reflective stripes are provided on the 
overall.

NEW



Disco DogTiger Mood

Colors SOFTSHELL JUMPSUIT

Ginger Dog



Koala Time
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LEOKID FOOTMUFF LIGHT COMPACT

The Leokid Light Compact Footmuff
is designed for babies up to 90 cm 
tall.
It is made of warm, soft and 
breathable 3,000 mm water-repellent 
fabric. The lining is made
of hypoallergenic synthetic down.
The footmuff protects from 
temperatures down to –10 ⁰С.
The footmuff is convenient for 
traveling, as it can be easily folded 
up and stored in a special cover 
(included). 
Hood adjustment. The upper part
of the footmuff has a drawstring with 
a plastic stopper that can be hidden
in a special pocket. 

Snaps to fix the lapels open. The sides 
of the footmuff feature snaps to fix 
the lapels open.

Slot system. The slot system of the 
Light Compact footmuff is suitable 
for most five-point, three-point or 
one-piece harnesses. All slots are 
thoroughly covered by storm flaps.

Anti-slip fabric. The back of the 
footmuff features special anti-slip 
elements. 

Size: 90*50 cm
Size when stored in cover: 24*13 cm
Weight: 350 g

Top: 100% nylon
Filling: 100% polyether
Lining: 100% nylon

-
-
-
-

car safety seats;
strollers;
infant safety seats;
sledges. 

The Leokid Light Compact is for use in: 



Sand Shell Gray MistSoft Pink
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Magnet
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LEOKID RAINCOVER 

Leokid Raincover for a stroller
is a stylish and cozy companion
in nasty weather. It protects your baby 
from rain, wind, and snow.

It has a universal size and fits 
most strollers with standard hood, 
carrycots, and second stroller seats.

The accessory has side windows that 
increase the viewing area, allowing 
your little one to enjoy both front
and side views. A big window allows 
you to easily take the baby from
the stroller. There is a Velcro to fix 
the window open. The rain cover has 
a convenient back pocket to store 
bottles, toys, and other accessories.

Besides, it has special ventilation 
holes allowing the inflow of fresh air, 
reflective elements, and zippers with 
water-repellent coating.

The Raincover made of fabric
is stronger than most polyethylene 
analogues and is easier to use in 
frosty weather. The simple design 
allows setting the accessory quickly 
and easily. A storage bag goes with 
the rain cover for its convenient 
storage and transportation.

MATERIAL
Top: 100 % polyether
Window: PVC (polyvinyl chloride)
Trimming: plastic zippers, Velcros



MorrisFantastic Wonder
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Magnet
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LEOKID CAR SUNSHADE

The Leokid Sunshade protects the baby 
from bright light and helps maintain comfort 
throughout the entire ride. It can be easily fixed 
to the window with suction pads, adjusted to the 
necessary length, and quickly rolled at the touch 
of a button.
It protects the baby from 80% of UVA and UVB 
rays.

Materials: 
Shade canvas (with print): PVC (polyvinylchloride)
Bar: ABS plastic

Size: 50*50*3 cm



Funny Planets Koala TimeHey Dino

Colors CAR SUNSHADE

NEW



SET OF LEOKID SUNSHADES 
FOR A CAR
The Leokid Sunshade protects the baby 
from bright light and helps maintain comfort 
throughout the entire ride. It can be easily fixed 
to the window with suction pads, adjusted to the 
necessary length, and quickly rolled at the touch 
of a button.
It protects the baby from 80% of UVA and UVB 
rays.

Materials: 
Shade canvas (with print): PVC (polyvinylchloride)
Bar: ABS plastic

Size: 50*50*3 cm



Funny Planets Koala TimeHey Dino

Colors SET OF SUNSHADES FOR A CAR

NEW



LEOKID BACK SEAT CAR 
ORGANIZER

The Leokid Backseat Organizer is provided with 
several pockets: one pocket for a tablet, a big 
mesh pocket that can be closed with a hook-and-
loop tape, two bottle pockets, and a pocket
for small items. Convenient spacious pockets allow 
for comfortable placing and storing of everything 
you need in good order, as well as protecting the 
seat from footprints. It also has a toy ring.
The Leokid Organizer is suitable for most front car 
seats. 
Its position is regulated with two adjustable 
straps. 

Fabric: 100% polyether
Tablet pocket material: PVC

Size: 57*38 cm
Tablet pocket size: 22*28.5 cm



Funny Planets Koala TimeHey Dino
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NEW



LEOKID TRIP TRAY FOR A CAR SEAT

Leokid Trip Tray is the accessory 
for joyful activities of the young 
passenger. It is convenient to play, 
learn and have snacks on the go.
The size of the Leokid Trip Tray is 
universal, the belts are adjustable,
so the tray fits to most baby car seats.
The accessory is made of foamed 
material without rigid inserts, that
is why it is safe for the baby even 
during  active movements of the car. 
The firm base of the tray permits
to have a comfortable snack during 
the stop. 
Leokid Trip Tray is equipped with 
raised edges to keep things contained.
The accessory has two pockets on the 
side: one for the baby bottle,
the other – to store the most 
important. Leokid Trip Tray has 
friendly design and looks perfect
with the Leokid trip accessories.

APPLICATION
Leokid Trip Tray is for games and 
snacks of the baby in the car seat.
The size of the tray is universal and 
the belts are adjustable, the accessory 
fits to most baby car seats.

CHARACTERISTICS
Trip tray size: universal 39*32*5 cm.
Pockets folding back size: 23*20 cm.
Bottle pocket size: 13*8*5 cm.
Mesh pocket size: 14*13 cm.
Box weight: 255 g.
Trip tray weight: 365 g.

Trip tray weight in the box: 620 g.
Box size: 40.5*35*6.5 cm.
Fittings: adjustable belt to fix the tray 
to a car seat, plastic fastexes. 
Maximal belt length is 149 cm, minimal 
belt length is 49 cm.
MATERIAL
Shell: polyester 100%.
Filler: foamed polyethylene, 
cardboard, polyurethane.

CARE
The accessory can be easily cleaned 
with a wet cloth.
Store in a dry ventilated place. 

INSTRUCTION
Attention!

To avoid danger of suffocation always 
check all the fixing details
are fastened.
Never leave the baby without adult 
supervision.
Installation of the accessory must
be performed only by grown-ups.

INSTALLATION
1. Place the tray on the car seat arms 
after you have strapped the baby.
If there are no arms, place the tray
on the baby’s knees.
2. Fix the belts around the car seat 
back by means of plastic fastexes,
so that the belts are not available
to the baby.



Funny PlanetsHey Dino
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LEOKID BREATHABLE BABY 
3D LINER DOUBLE

-
-

The Leokid Breathable 3D Liner Double helps 
preventing the baby’s back from getting wet in hot 
weather. Its 100% cotton hypoallergenic surface 
will make any seat convenient and cozy for your 
baby. Your baby will feel comfortable on any side 
of the liner. One side is made of 100% cotton, 
while the other features a 3D mesh that creates an 
air cushion to provide air circulation between the 
baby and the seat.

The Breathable Liner can be easily attached to any 
car seat.

Size: 72*45 cm
Back thickness: 1.5 cm

Side 1: 100% cotton
Interior: 3D mesh, 100% polyether
Side 2: 100% polyether

strollers;
car safety seats.

The Double Liner is perfect for:



Iceland Story Animal Friends
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LEOKID BREATHABLE BABY 
3D LINER NEWBORN

-

-

-

has extra thick shoulder pads and a cushion to 
support the baby’s head;
helps to solve the problem of baby’s wet back in 
hot weather;
fit strollers, infant car seats, bicycle seats and 
high chairs.

-
-
-

Side 1: 100% cotton.
Inside: 3D mesh - 100% polyester.
Side 2: 100% polyester.

Size: 74х32,5 cm.

Materials:



Gray Mist Slate
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LEOKID BREATHABLE BABY 
3D LINER CLASSIC

The Leokid Breathable 3D Liner Classic helps 
preventing the baby’s back from getting wet
in hot weather. The Liner has a 3D mesh that 
creates an air cushion to provide air circulation 
between the baby and the seat. The Liner surface
is made of soft fibers that dry quickly and help
to wick away moisture.

-
-

The Breathable Liner can be easily attached to any 
car seat.
The back of the Liner has an anti-slip surface.

Size: 71*47 cm
Back thickness: 1.5 cm

Front: 100% polyether
Interior: 3D mesh, 100% polyether
Back: 100% polyether

strollers;
car safety seats.

The Classic Liner is perfect for:



Little Shell Tiny Graphic
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Size: 60*29 cm
Back thickness: 1 cm
Side 1: 100% cotton
Interior: 3D mesh, 100% polyether
Side 2: 100% polyether

LEOKID BREATHABLE BABY 
3D LINER INFANT COTTON

NEW

The Leokid Breathable 3D Liner Infant Cotton 
helps preventing the baby’s back from getting wet 
in hot weather. Its 100% cotton hypoallergenic 
surface will make any seat convenient and cozy
for your baby. Your baby will feel comfortable
on any side of the Liner. One side is made of 100% 
cotton, while the other features a 3D mesh that 
creates an air cushion to provide air circulation 
between the baby and the seat. 

-

infant safety seats.

The Infant Cotton Liner is perfect for:



Koala Time
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LEOKID SUN CURTAIN

The Leokid Sun Curtain protects your baby from 
wind, bright light, and the sun. It filters out 99%
of UVA and UVB rays and is made from 100% 
cotton.
The Sun Curtain can be easily fixed to a stroller
or infant safety seat and assures that the baby
is comfortable sleeping.
The shape and fabric of the Sun Curtain provide
for free air circulation inside the stroller.

Fabric: 100% cotton
Accessories: plastic rings for fastening the Sun 
Curtain

Sun Curtain size: 63*53 cm

NEW



Colors SUN CURTAIN
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LEOKID BAG ORGANIZER

-
-

hooks;
the main belt.

The Bag Organizer has several inner 
and outer pockets for everything that 
might come in handy during a walk, 
from care products and toys to Mom’s 
personal belongings.

Thermo-pocket. An important 
advantage is a thermo-pocket 

that maintains the comfortable 
temperature of baby’s meal and fixes 
the bottle to prevent it from leaking.

Water-repellent coating. The Leokid 
Bag Organizer is made from water-
repellent fabric.

Convenient strap. The Bag Organizer 
comes with an adjustable strap that 
allows for carrying it in your hands or 
over the shoulder.

Size: 32*20*9 cm
Weight: 360 g
Top: 100% nylon
Lining: 100% polyether

The Leokid Bag Organizer
is a functional accessory that parents 
will appreciate, as it keeps all you 
need at hand. The one-size bag can
be fastened to any stroller handle.

It can be fixed with:



Sand Shell Black Gray Mist
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LEOKID BAG BACKPACK

The Bag Backpack is provided with 
convenient adjustable shoulder straps 
that allow for wearing it on your back.
The Bag Backpack can be fastened
to the stroller handle with hooks or 
the main belt to make sure that you 
always have your things at hand.

Numerous compartments
The Bag Backpack has several big 
compartments: two inner pockets, one 
of which has a zipper and is intended 
for wet things. It also has a front 
pocket and two thermo-pockets
for bottles.

Convenient strap
The Bag Backpack comes with
an adjustable strap that allows
for carrying it in your hands or over
the shoulder.

Convenient fastening
There are two ways of fastening
the Bag Backpack to the stroller:
with hooks or using the main belt.

Size: 38*31*12 cm
Weight: 610 g
Top: 100% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyether

NEW



MagnetSand Shell Black
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LEOKID MID-SEASON JUMPSUIT
COLOR KIT 

Name tag. A name tag on the back for 
indicating the kid’s name on the inside 
of the overall.

Sizes:
Size: 80 / Age: 12–18 months / Height: 
80–86 cm
Size: 86 / Age: 18–24 months / Height: 
86–92 cm
Size: 92 / Age: 2–3 years / Height: 
92–98 cm
Size: 98 / Age: 3–4 years / Height: 
98–104 cm
Size: 104 / Age: 4–5 years / Height: 
104–110 cm

Top: 100% nylon. Durable 8,000 mm 
water-repellent fabric
with 5,000 g/m2 / 24 hours
vapor-permeable membrane
Filling: 100% polyether
Filling weight: 120 g/m2

Lining: 100% polyether

Accessories: silicone foot straps, 
metal snaps, plastic zippers.

The Leokid Mid-season Jumpsuit
is designed for kids ages 12 months
to 5 years.

For temperatures from –5 ⁰С
to +10 ⁰С. The filling made of ultrafine 
fibers, with the lining made of a warm 
and soft fabric. 

Water-repellent coating. The Mid-
season Jumpsuit is made of durable 
water-repellent fabric.

Heat-sealed seams. The key seams are 
heat-sealed and waterproof.

Detachable silicone foot straps. 
Detachable silicone foot straps help 
secure pant legs over your kid’s shoes.

Detachable hood. The detachable 
hood is fastened with snaps and 
protects your kid from strong wind. 

Reflective elements. Several reflective 
stripes are provided on the overall.

NEW



Gray-Blue Lilac Green
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Yellow Sand

Colors MID-SEASON JUMPSUIT


